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Logo Usage on Photography

Logo exclusion zone

The logo must have a clear area around it to allow for legibility
and good standout. The exclusion area is demonstrated below.

The logo on images

You should always look for photographs where there is a clear
area with enough space for the logo to be placed and read clearly.
In some circumstances, when the logo cannot be read over an
image and no other image is available, it is acceptable to place
it in a box (see examples). In this case the exclusion is expanded
around the perimeter of the box.
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White logo is legible over image

Black logo is not legible over image
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White logo not legible over image
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Showcase Examples

Showcase
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is the Methodist Chapel (4) of 1984. Its plain brickwork
echoes the simplicity of Wesley’s faith.

has had very bad press where
erned. Images of tower blocks and
ys all too easily come to mind.

cosy Elizabethan country house. Windows have leaded
lights. Inside are glazed bar screens and wood panelling.
Drinking in such surroundings tried to make you feel
part of the aristocratic set.

Walk up the path by the chapel. In the north-west corner,
the cross is mounted above panels of clear glass. The light
of God streams in to the church, which may be open to let
you view the effect. Structural wood work is held together
by mighty bolts. These could have been hidden, but instead
act as a reminder that Christ was fiercely fixed to the cross.

there were many badly–designed and
buildings erected last century, that’s
centuries. Bad Victorian and Georgian
y been cleared away, or just fallen down.

rchitects had some radical and
n many cases, symbols and styles from
orporated to try to make an interesting
al examples of such design and stories
t might change your mind.

Further along on the same side is the Halifax (13).
Mock classical columns are in an art deco style from the
1930s. Originally a tailor’s shop with work rooms above,
for Burton’s of Leeds, the idea was to appear lavish and
modern. Would this frontage tempt you to spend hardearned brass on a Burton’s ready-made?

Do these symbols support Methodism’s simplicity?
Continue past the supermarket (5) on the right. Angular
buildings like this were a reaction in the 1980s and 90s to
the square styles of the 1970s.

e “Bauhaus” idea of the early 20th
e buildings into “machines for living and
the “Grand Designs” TV show.

Follow map directions through the Market Cross
development, passing the Abbey Vaults pub on your right.
Do the varying angles and sight lines succeed as a modern
re-creation of the medieval market style (6) of small
shops and busy trade?

examples and ask yourself if the
eir aim.

e 20th Century

is the Methodist Chapel (4) of 1984. Its plain brickwork

Montague Burton’s were famous for a 3-piece suit, the
so-called “Full Monty”. Stylish to put on in the 1930s and
equally so to remove in the 1990s!

Across Gowthorpe, plate glass and steel frontages
such as Everatt’s furnishers (14) were a revelation
to shoppers in the 60s. Such clear visibility had never
previously been available to consumers. Stronger glass
meant less structural support was needed, enabling
cosy Elizabethan country house. Windows have leaded
clearer
lights. Inside are glazed
bardisplay.
screens and wood panelling.
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This leaflet is part of a series covering Selby’s Hidden Heritage.
Return to Gowthorpe, turn right and the “New Inn”
This
circular walk is approximately a mile long. Some places
(12) is on the right. The stone work of the frontage is an
have
narrow pavements; please take appropriate care.
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First Rate Ousegate: Stroll along the street that was

Ahead is Posterngate Surgery (16). This is another
1990s design with clean, angular lines and modern
lettering. Lintels have the medical profession’s stylised
serpent and staff motif. Does the contrast of ancient and
modern work? Look up to the weather vane for a neat
design feature! The Civic Centre lies ahead to complete
the walk.
Is there enough evidence to decide if Selby’s 20th
Century design is tasteful or tatty?
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The other leaflets in the series are:
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Towns and cities across the north of England are connected by vibrant
countryside, canal towpaths and disused railways. The TPT runs
coast to coast between Southport and Hornsea, linking the ports of
Liverpool and Hull. The trail is 215 miles long between Southport and
Hornsea but has a total mileage of 370 miles when you include the
spurs to Leeds, Chesterfield, York and Kirkburton.
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groups - please keep to your side.

Selby in the

Selby in the

This project
is supported
by: you can control your horse - you may encounter
Do not
use the Trail unless

The Friends of the Trans Pennine Trail is a voluntary group who
support the project in many ways, including with the production of
this leaflet.

walkers,
people using
This project
is supported
by: wheelchairs and scooters, cyclists, dogs and bridges
over road, rail and water.

You can to show your support by joining the Friends of the Trans
Pennine Trail.

HORSE RIDERS AND CYCLISTS
Warn others when you approach from behind so you do not startle people
as you pass by - call politely or use a bell / hooter.

www.transpenninetrail.org.uk/friends

Slow down when approaching other users who are unpredictable,
particularly children or animals; remember too, some people may have a
hearing impairment.
CYCLISTS
Must not use this route for racing competitions or speed trials.
On canal towpaths - read and abide by the Canals and Rivers Trust code.
www.canalrivertrust.org.uk/about-us/our-campaigns/share-the-space-ourtowpath-code

DOG OWNERS
Please clean up after your pet - dog mess spoils the Trail for other people
and poses health risks. Keep close control of your dog - preferably on a
short lead, especially where farm animals are present.

Share With Care

More information can be obtained by contacting
the following:
GEM Design Studio 01226 216788 / 0617

Designed by andrea@atrium-images.co.uk 01937 558446

Designed by andrea@atrium-images.co.uk 01937 558446

Walkers and cyclists use the whole TPT with horse riders too on many
sections. Easy gradients and surfaced paths make much of the Trail
suitable for people using wheelchairs or pushchairs.
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Take all your litter home.
For information about the Selby Civic Society contact
Please allow others to pass you safely.
01757 268418.
HORSE RIDERS
Use only sections of the Trail where horses are allowed.
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TRANS PENNINE TRAIL OFFICE
PO BOX 597, BARNSLEY S70 9EW
01226 772 574

info@transpenninetrail.org.uk
@TPT_NATIONAL
TRANS PENNINE TRAIL NATIONAL OFFICE
For further information on the National Cycle Network
visit www.sustrans.org.uk

Walk it, Cycle it, Ride it
www.transpenninetrail.org.uk

